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Company: United HR Solution

Location: Kenya

Category: other-general

Education Qualiication: Post Graduate Diploma in Plastics Processing (CIPET) / B.E. -

MechanicalExp.: 10-15 years in plastic injection moulding preferably for paint packaging

industry, PET preform, EBM and ISBM experience.Job Location: KenyaJob Role:Monitors

production activity in line with approved production schedules.Achieving the production as

per the target assigned. Work with cross functional teams to ensure productivity targets are

met.Should have excellent skills of implementing resource optimization.Should effectively

handle and lead a team of Engineers/sr. operators/operators to improve productivityDevelops

best practices, routine, and innovative solutions to improve productivityDevelop, promote

and enforce safety in the workplace by actively demanding that employees work safely

and personally demonstrating safe work habits.Takes appropriate steps against potential

hazards and other safety issues so that a safe working environment is

maintained.Responsible for the development and training of employees under his span of

control. Mentor & train the skilled & non skilled workers as well.Responsible for

communication of any employee issues that may require management attention, including

disciplinary actions.Draft all SOPs, WIs related to production / process. Train engineers, sr.

operators, operators with approved plant SOPs and WIs.Demonstrate cost and quality

consciousness all the time and in all decisions.Should be able to carry out basic and primary

maintenance of machines, moulds and ancillariesManage workforce scheduling as needed

to meet fluctuating demands and coverage needs.Should also perform other duties as

assigned and recognize that priorities can and will shift quickly to adjust to the demands for

the overall benefit of the plant.Maintaining hygienic conditions for both employees and the
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factory itself • Implementing all the company’s procedures and policies • Monitoring

productivity rates, standards, and quality control Kindly Expedite...!Ms. Rashmi ShahM:+91

98243 50316E: unitedtechnical@uhr.co.in

Apply Now
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